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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Study of imagination offers a perfect setting for study of a large variety of states of consciousness.
OBJECTIVE: Here, we studied the characteristics of two electroencephalographic (EEG) patterns evoked by two different
imaginary tasks and evaluated the binary classification performance.
METHODS: Fifteen individuals (11 male and 4 female, age range of 22 to 33) participated in five sessions of 32-channel EEG
recordings. Only by analyzing the subjects’ output EEG signals from the central parieto-occipital region of PZ electrode, under
the circumstances of consciousness of relaxation-meditation or tension-imagination, we carried out the experiment of feature
extraction for spontaneous EEG, as the subjects were blindfolded but asked to open their eyes all the same. The Hilbert-Huang
Transform (HHT) was utilized to obtain the Hilbert time-frequency amplitude spectrum, and then with the feature vector set
extracted, a two-class Fisher linear discriminant analysis classifier was trained for classification of data epochs of those two
tasks.
RESULTS: The overall result was that about 90% (± 5%) of the epochs could be correctly classified to their originating task.
CONCLUSION: This study not only brings new opportunities for consciousness studies, but also provides a new classification
paradigm for achieving control of robots based on the brain-computer interface (BCI).

Keywords: EEG-based brain-computer interface (BCI), mental task of relaxation-meditation, mental task of tension-
imagination, Hilbert-Huang transform, feature extraction, pattern classification

1. Introduction

Discovering the features and laws from the data of brain-activity is biologically significant and is
becoming the hotspots and difficult points for neuroinformatics research on theory and practice of the
time. As we know, when some kind of mental task is being carried out, the EEG signal generated in
some specific region of brain will show certain obvious feature, and the rhythm will change along with
mental state.

Based on that phenomenon, the brain-computer interface (BCI) has been provided as a channel for
communication and control without muscle, for BCI can directly turn EEG signals of the user’s into
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an output signal which describes the user’s true intentions [1,2]. BCI technology not only can be used
by severe motor disabled people in medical area, but also can be utilized in other areas [3,4].

In most studies of BCI control strategy, it is usually valid to ask subjects to imagine some specific parts
of their bodies being moved [5,6]. Motor imaginary activates primary sensorimotor region of brain and
leads to (de)synchronizes oscillatory components in the special frequency bands. And so, after analyz-
ing or classification-processing the changes in the rhythmic activity of the brain’s electrophysiological
signals (event-related (de)synchronization, ERD/S) which were generated intentionally and recorded as
nonlinear and non-stationary scalp electroencephalography (EEG) signals, BCI control could be real-
ized [7,8]. It has been demonstrated by several studies that patients with motor dysfunction are still able
to control BCI by means of motor imaginary [9,10].

BCI performance improvement can be realized by many approaches and most of the reasearches
focused on aspects of signal processing and pattern classification. What is more, BCI performance
improvement can also be realized by determining specific mental tasks appropriate for different sub-
jects [11].

Motor imaginary perhaps are not the best choice as far as every people was concerned. Especially
when the individuals have impairments in certain brain areas, it is valuable for them to make a choice
among various mental tasks to realize BCI control. For instance, if the patient suffers a stroke in the
motor area, the affected brain hemisphere or the size of the lesion maybe affect the motor imaginary
task which might be substituted by a mental subtraction task [2]. In addition, for those patients who
were with locked-in syndrome, their defects in selective motor imaginary were reported in contrast to
their carrying out other mental tasks [12]. As the best strategy to result in brain activity for disabled or
able-bodied subjects perhaps vary with each individual, a wider scope of feasible control policies of BCI
and user’s assessment and acceptance of various tasks are crucial [8,13].

Millán et al. and Galán et al. implemented asynchronous BCI protocols in which users achieved the
control of a virtual keyboard, a wheelchair or a robot within certain time frames based on choosing
different mental strategies such as: cube rotation, motor imaginary of left/right hand (or arm), relaxation,
word association or subtraction [14,15]. That method stressed the necessity of choosing separate control
policies for BCI.

Roberts et al. achieved the control of a cursor moving on a computer screen based on motor imaginary
task together with mental subtraction task [16]. Keirn et al. realized discrimination among five mental
tasks (relaxation and thinking of nothing, nontrivial multiplication problem solving, gometric figure ro-
tation, mental letter composing and visual counting) but failed to find out significant differences [17].
And so they offered suggestions that some other mental tasks could be investigated as well and differ-
ences among various people might be focused on. Curran et al.compared two sets of mental tasks, one
set was about acoustical imagery of a familiar tune and spatial imagery of navigating in a familiar region
of space, and the other was about motor imaginary of left/right hand [18]. Results indicated not only
that the accuracy of classification between the acoustical and spatial imagery was best, but also those
two tasks were easier to perform and less concentration was needed, which could be indicated from the
uses’ evaluations. Cabrera et al. also implemented a BCI with acoustical imagery and spatial navigation
imagery [19]. De et al. implemented a BCI with complete acoustical imagery [20]. The classification
between stressed tones and unstressed tones within an imagined rhythm was realized.

Elisabeth et al. enlarged the above mentioned research findings and in different fields they explored
a broader range of mental tasks such as mental figural rotation, word association of a verb, acoustical
imagery of a melody, imagery of familiar faces [2]. They have carried on BCI control study in more
aspects not only in respect of how to improve classification accuracy but also of how to obtain user’s
assesment and neurophysiologic correlative factors of those mental tasks.
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It has been found out that nearly 20% of the subjects who would like to control a BCI, are not able
to realize actually effective control [13,21]. Besides failures on the methodical issues, it is also pos-
sible that concentrations, distractions, fatigues, motivations, intentions and emotional states could ex-
ercise great influences on users’ abilities to achieve and maintain voluntary control [22]. In addition,
subject’s acceptances, practices and thinking strategies could also affect BCI’s usability, reliability and
performance greatly. For example, a strategy of imaging familiar faces might be very easy and enjoyable
for the users [23].

What is more, it was reported that different tasks could elicit various EEG-activation in different
brain regions. Motor imagery of right hand would activate left central cortex [8]. Word association task
would activate left frontal area and anterior cingulate gyrus [24]. Mental calculation is a fairly complex
process and involves frontal as well as parietal processes [25]. There are controversial literatures about
whether the task of mental rotation activates the left or right parietal area [26]. The task of spatial
navigation is thought of as the right hemispheric task in general [27]. For the task of acoustical imagery,
a cortical activation of the primary auditory cortex was proposed [28]. And the main center for imagery
of familiar faces was reported to be localized in the regions of fusiform gyrus and prefrontal [29]. More
comprehensively, Dyson et al. carried out research on different electrode positions relevant to different
mental tasks [30].

Of course, there are other more possible mental tasks which have not been used for BCI control yet,
and those tasks could elicit various EEG-activation in some other different brain regions [31–33].

From the 1990s on, because of the clinical efficacy of various meditation thoughts and practices, scien-
tists have paid a lot of interest and attention to meditation. Herbert who is a professor at Harvard Medical
School, describes the meditation experience as the “relaxation response”. During meditation, a medita-
tor might wander among states of open mindfulness, concentration, joyfulness, distraction, etc. [34].
Nowadays, the discussion of a variety of forms of meditation has been the hot point in the literatures of
psychophysiological research [35]. All the meditation techniques can be categorized into two basically:
concentrative meditation and mindfulness meditation. Concentrative meditation focuses on the attention
to the breath, an image, or a sound (mantra), in order to still the mind and allow the awareness much
clearer. At the same time, there are also imaginative methods that utilize a mental focus (e.g., an image of
the Buddha). Mindfulness meditation, as Dr. Borysenko said, involves opening the attention to become
aware of the continuously passing parade of sensations and feelings, images, thoughts, sounds, smells,
and so on without becoming involved in thinking about them.

With the development of scientific instruments, a large number of experimental researches on brain
science and neuroscience about meditation which mainly concentrates on attention, mood, and health
effects have been carried out. During a prolonged meditation, muscle tension decreases, blood pressure
drops, oxygen needs of the body reduces, and for some supernormal practitioners, even temperature and
basal metabolism rates drop. It has also been found in meditators that when they are in highly relaxed
states, their brain waves would change from busy beta-waves to blissful alpha-waves, which could be
shown by EEG recordings that during meditative states of the mind there would be distinct patterns of
increases in the power of alpha band [34].

So as an attempt, based on the turning of busy beta-waves to be blissful alpha-waves, two opposite
types of mental imagery tasks – “high tension” and “high relaxation” might be selected as BCI-suitable
tasks for classification.

In this paper, as an new exploration, we didn’t asked the subjects to use the most commonly described
tasks, instead, we explored the spontaneous EEG features of the subjects based on the consciousness
of relaxation-meditation (a mental focus on imaginative vast sky) and tension-imagination (imaginative
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experience of being caught up by some kind of terrorist animal such as wolf, alligator, python, etc. Of
course, which kind of animal is scary varies from person to person). The relaxation-meditation used
in our experiments was imaginative method which belonged to concentrative meditation that utilized
a mental focus on an image of the vast sky. It should be pointed out that, in this study, the subjects
were all trained on that one type of meditation which was thinking of a vast sky. What is more, when
the subjects are implementing those two different mental tasks, besides the blinks of the eyes, they are
blindfolded but asked to open their eyes all the time to prevent eyes closed alpha from interfering with
the alpha during relaxation-meditation. Moreover, it should be pointed out that, because data with the
highest standard alpha band activity mainly appear in parieto-occipital areas [34], so we only used the
subject’s output EEG signal from the central parieto-occipital region of Pz electrode as the signal to be
analyzed for classification.

In this study, we just want our contribution exactly to the current state of knowledge to be an attempt
to new types of mental imagery tasks, or in other words, to be an addition to the existing available
mental strategies, so that the subjects could have a choice in the mental tasks according to their prefer-
ences. The positive results of the experiments will supply a new method for realization of controlling
the brain-computer interface (BCI), after the EEG signals are classified. In addition, the study of special
consciousness phenomena which are brought by meditation, will not only can open up visual field of the
scientific method fundamentally, but also can bring people the much deeper understand of the scientific
method and consciousness.

2. Experimental subjects and methods

As we know, the brain wave rhythm of alpha and beta are usually described as follows:
Alpha wave means the 8 Hz–13 Hz rhythm of higher values of voltage appeared in the back of head

or the central parieto-occipital region in the waking state. The alpha wave’s frequency is fairly constant
if there is no external stimulation, and the amplitude for normal adults is less than 50 μV. Alpha wave
is usually sinusoidal, sometimes serrated or arc-shaped. Alpha wave can be observed most easily when
the subject’s body is relaxed with his or her eyes closed. The alpha wave may be also observed when
the subject is under the circumstances of the consciousness of relaxation-meditation or in the process
of hypnosis. When the subject’s eyes are opened, with light stimulation or mental activities, alpha wave
can be displayed with amplitude decreased or rhythm disappeared and being replaced by beta waves
as well. This phenomenon is most apparent in the occipital region, clinically known as alpha wave’s
“block-phenomenon”, which is the result of the desynchronization (ERD) of electrical activity of cere-
bral cortex.

When the previous subjects participated in the scientific experimental observation of alpha wave’s
generation or being blocked, their eyes were not covered, and when they opened their eyes, there existed
visual stimulation to them from the surrounding environment more or less. Assuming that the subjects
were blindfolded and couldn’t see anything even when they opened their eyes but with the conscious-
ness activity of relaxation-meditation, whether or not the alpha wave exists? What is the alpha wave
amplitude? Those are yet to be discovered and proved scientific problems.

Beta wave appears mainly in frontal lobe and central region, and the beta wave in central region is
usually associated with mu rhythm. The amplitude of beta wave is generally less than 30 μV, and the
frequency value is between 14 Hz and 30 Hz. Beta wave appears under the circumstances of mental
stress or emotional excitement, and it can be blocked by movement or tactile stimulation. There also
existed a close relationship between Beta wave and ERD/ERS, and the amplitude can also be controlled
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Fig. 1. Arrangement pattern for the electrodes satisfying in-
ternational standards of 10–20 system.

Fig. 2. The Subject was blindfolded while he (or she) was
focusing his (or her) mind to perform the experiments of
completing mental tasks of total relaxation-meditation or ten-
sion-imagination.

freely by trained subjects, so beta wave plays an important role in the study of BCI. Similarly, assuming
that the subjects were blindfolded and couldn’t see anything when they opened their eyes but with the
consciousness activity of tension-imagination, whether or not the beta wave exists? What is the beta
wave amplitude? Those are yet to be discovered and proved scientific problems too.

The main experimental researches in this paper are described in following subsections.

2.1. EEG signal acquisition

As for the experimental study carried out in this paper, the 64-channel EEG acquisition and analysis
system made by American Neuroscan-company was adopted for experimental design and EEG signal ac-
quisition. The system included a Quik-cap electrode cap for collection of scalp EEG signals, SynAmps2
preamplifier, software system equipped with Scan software for EEG signal acquisition, raw EEG re-
reference (common average reference, CAR) module working as spatial filter, low-pass filter module
with the cut-off frequency to be 30 Hz, time-frequency analysis module, pattern classification module
and display interface. In this experiment, we adopted the 32-channel electrode cap, whose arrangement
pattern for the electrodes satisfied international standards of 10–20 system (as shown in Fig. 1). As it has
been introduced in the end of the introduction, although there were 32 electrode injected with conduc-
tive paste, we only used the output EEG signal from the central parieto-occipital region of Pz electrode.
We might construct, though, some larger regions such as clusters covering frontal or central to test if
classification rates turned to be much lower, but in fact we didn’t do so in this study, because focusing
on Pz would have been easily found out to be valid for classification by subsequent test.

2.2. Experimental objects selection, laboratory setup and matters needing attention

In this experiment, a total of 15 volunteers served as experimental objects, 11 male, 4 female. Their
ages range from 22 to 33, averaged to 26.13 years old. Experimental objects were all healthy under-
graduate or graduate students, without any mental illnesses or neurological diseases or family hereditary
diseases, and they were all in good spirits without any medicines taken within one week before the test.
Before recording data, laboratory technician should illustrate the matters need to be pay attention to in
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Fig. 3. A single experimental process.

the check to the subjects in detail, and the subjects were asked to prevent emotional tension as far as
possible.

Subjects were blindfolded wearing earphone to avoid the impact of light and artifacts like line hum of
machings, in order to facilitate focusing their minds to perform the experiments. (Note: the covered eyes
were still needed to be open, as subsequent experiments would indicate that alpha wave still accounted
for the major components of the EEG in the case of subjects being relaxed with their eyes open. The
reason for we selected the eyes open condition and not eyes closed was just that eyes closed alpha
would interfere with the alpha during relaxation-meditation, and we wanted to avoid that interferance).
Subjects were listening to verbal instructions via earphone throughout the experiment and were unable
to hear the environment noise. Subjects were seated in the comfortable chair with arms and a high back
in front of the display of 70 centimeters away (see Fig. 2).

During EEG acquisition experiments, subjects were asked to be in the state with no movements and
with muscles relaxed in addition to complete tasks of relaxation-meditation or tension-imagination. Pz
electrode is located in the region that close to the parietal eye field area, in order to eliminate the possible
effects induced by fast eye movements on the Pz activity, the eyes movements were asked to be min-
imized as far as possible during the experiments. What is more, some actions like swallowing slobber
were also asked to be restrained. In order to make the offline analyzing data be applied to the online
BCI system design, the artifacts such as the extra blink of eyes and unavoidable light eyes movement
contained in EEG signals were not eliminated during analysis processing, and the vertical and horizontal
electro-oculogram (EOG) signals were recorded together with EEG signals.

2.3. Experiment setup for EEG signal acquisition with tasks of different consciousness imaginary
being implemented

The subjects were asked to perform tasks of relaxation-meditation or tension-imagination according to
verbal instructions. Each session consisted of 20 trials (10 for each task) in random order. Each subject
participated in 5 sessions, resulting in a total of 50 trials per task per subject. The subjects relaxed for
2 minutes–5 minutes with their eyes closed after the end of each session.

A single experimental process (as shown in Fig. 3) was as follows: 1 After the experiment started,
as soon as the subjects heard “start”, they concentrated on the order which would appear 3 seconds
later. 2 At the 3rd second after the experiment began, the voice prompted “relax” or “nervous” to
prompt the subjects to begin the task of relaxation-meditation or tension-imagination. Considering the
consciousness pattern or imagination content of relaxation-meditation and tension-imagination varied
from person to person in the habits, the imagination content of relaxation-meditation was unified to
be vast sky, and the imagination content of tension-imagination was unified to be experience of being
caught up by some kind of scary animal. 3 7 seconds later, the voice prompted “ok”, and the subject
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stopped imagination and blinked once. 4 At the end of a single test, the next experiment of “3 s + 7 s”
was launched immediately, with no interval.

It should be pointed out that, within a session, the subject blinked only at the end of each trial, in
other words, the subject blinked every 10 seconds, so the subject blinked totally 20 times within a
session. During one session, besides 20 times blinks, the subject was asked to open his (or her) eyes
at other times. And between the five sessions, the subject was asked to close his (or her) eyes to have a
rest.

3. Data analysis

In this paper, spontaneous EEG features were extracted in time-frequency domain. Feature extrac-
tion is the key to EEG pattern recognition, and it affects the design and performance of classifiers di-
rectly. Because the EEG signal is nonlinear and nonstationary, the traditional analysis methods based
on the linearity and stability are not suitable for the analysis of EEG data, so the time-frequency analy-
sis algorithm is introduced into the EEG recognition. The wavelet packet decomposition uses the joint
time- scale function to analyze the non-stationary signal, so that it can make up the shortcomings of
the Fourier transform which can’t describe the local time-frequency property. But the shortcomings of
wavelet packet decomposition is that wavelet basis function should be set in advance of the wavelet
transform, and the accuracy of pattern recognition has great relationship with the basis function which
is needed to be tried and selected repeatedly.

In order to solve the problem, we utilized a new time-frequency analysis method named Hilbert-Huang
transform (HHT) [36], which was based on empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and Hilbert transform
(HT). The basis function of that HHT method doesn’t need to be set in advance, and the transform
method makes the basis function be selected automatically according to the local characteristic of the
signal, and so that characteristic makes this method particularly suitable for analysis of nonlinear and
non-stationary EEG signals. The HHT method can make the original high-dimensional signal space
be changed into low-dimensional characteristic space, so the Hilbert amplitude spectral characteristics
which aren’t easy to be observed and tested in the original feature domain can be displayed in the
transform domain, and the differences among different features of categories are brought larger, that
make the optimal input provided for the classifier in order to improve the accuracy of pattern recognition.

3.1. EMD method

The EMD method breaks a time series into a small number of mono component oscillatory modes
called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Once we calculate the first IMF, it is subtracted from the original
signal to produce a residual. We consider the residual as a new signal, and the EMD is applied again.
The process repeats until the residual no longer contains any oscillations. Thus, we can represent the
original signal s(t) as a sum of IMFs plus a residual rn(t):

s(t) =
∑n

i=1
ci(t) + rn(t) (1)

3.2. HT

After obtaining the IMFs, we apply the HT on each IMF.
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H[ci(t)] = ci(t) ∗ 1

πt
=

1

π
p

∫ ∞

−∞

ci(τ)

t− τ
dτ (2)

P denotes the principal Cauchy value.
By definition, the analytic signal corresponding to each IMF is

zi(t) = ci(t) + jH[ci(t)] = ai(t)e
jθi(t) (3)

where ai(t) and θi(t) are the instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous phase of the signal at time
t, respectively.

According to the analytic signal, ci(t) can be represented as:
ci(t) = ai(t) cos θi(t) (4)

In the usual manner, we define the instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous phase of the analytic
signal which can be represented respectively as:

ai(t) = |zi(t)| =
√

ci(t)2 +H[ci(t)]2 (5)

θi(t) = arg[zi(t)] = arctan(H[ci(t)]/ci(t)) (6)
The analytic signal represents the time-series as a slowly varying amplitude envelope modulating a

faster-varying phase function. The instantaneous frequency (IF) is then given by
fi(t) = (1/2π)d[θi(t)]/dt (7)

The IF is a function of time, and it reveals a degree of signal energy at some time in frequency set,
namely the instantaneous frequency of signal, the same as the definition of frequency in classical theory
about waveform.

The following is the expression of ci(t):

ci(t) = Re

[
ai(t) exp

(
j2π

∫
fi(t)dt

)]
(8)

After ai(t) is indicated in the associated time-frequency plane, the Hilbert spectrum of ci(t) can be
got as:

Hi(t, f) =

{
ai(t), f = fi(t)

0, f �= fi(t)
(9)

Then, after the Hilbert spectrum analysis is carried on signal x(t) entirely, according to formula
Eq. (9), x(t) can be expressed as:

x(t) = Re

[∑n

i=1
ai(t) exp

(
j2π

∫
fi(t)dt

)]
(10)

Similarly, by means of that formula, we can make the change of amplitude and instantaneous fre-
quency with time indicated in one three-dimensional “map”. We can define the time-frequency distribu-
tion of that amplitude as the Hilbert amplitude spectrum H(t, f) of the original signal x(t), or called as
Hilbert spectrum for short. Then according to Eqs (9) and (10), Hilbert spectrum of the signal x(t) can
be expressed as:

H(t, f) =
∑n

i=1
Hi(t, f) (11)

That is the whole process of the Hilbert spectrum analysis.
The Hilbert spectrum is the three-dimensional distribution of a weighted associated time-frequency-

amplitude, and the local amplitude is the weight given to each time-frequency unit. For the Hilbert
spectrum, the co-ordinates of a point represent the local emergence of a wave in some moment of the
entire time course, and at some frequency.
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3.3. Feature extraction based on EMD and Hilbert transform

Research shows that, when human carries on different imagination tasks, there would be difference
for EEG to a certain extent, in some time band or frequency band. Therefore, we chose the statistical
properties of amplitudes in different time-frequency bands as features, such as the mean, the standard
deviation, etc. In other words, a rectangle window was chosen in the Hilbert spectrum, and the statis-
tical properties of the amplitudes in the window were selected as features. Because there was no prior
knowledge of in which time band and frequency band the differences of Hilbert spectrum caused by
different imagination tasks existing, the selected window should include all the time-frequency planes.
In addition, in order to find the best position of the window, there should exist some overlaps among
each time-frequency window.

Supposing that we divide the imagination process into M time quanta, the mth time quantum can be
expressed in the following vector quantity form m = 1, 2, . . . , i, . . . ,M . Supposing that EEG signal
is acquired by C channels, it should be paid attention to the channels should be selected according
to mental tasks and the distribution positions of electrodes, not feature extraction of signal from each
channel. In this paper, only one channel of PZ was selected, and then the mean AVEi and the standard
deviation SDi of amplitudes of the time-frequency window in the ith time quantum were calculated to
constitute the feature vector Ti = {AVEi, SDi}, in a similar way, the statistical properties in other time
quanta were calculated to constitute the eigenvector set X = {T1, T2, . . . Ti, . . . TM} in ime quanta.
The optimal feature subset was selected based on the Fisher distance criterion. We calculate the Fisher
index values F (W ) of each component of the eigenvector set X at first. Then based on the principle of
selecting the number of the elements of optimal eigenvector, the first few elements of larger F (W ) were
selected respectively to constitute the multi-dimensional feature vector X∗ which was then input to the
Fisher linear discriminant analysis classifier for the follow-up processing.

4. Example of feature extraction

We can abbreviate tension-imagination to TI and relaxation-meditation to RM. Experimental instruc-
tion are TI, TI, RM, RM, TI, RM, TI, RM, RM, TI, TI, RM, TI, RM, RM, TI, RM, RM, TI and TI
respectively.

With the sampling frequency to be 1000 Hz, the signal was collected. Then ideal low-pass filter based
on FFT was carried on at first, with the cutoff frequency of 30 Hz. After signal filtering, we can draw
the signal graph as Fig. 4.

The signal corresponding to two single thinking experiments of “relaxation-meditation” and “tension-
imagination” were selected for analysis respectively. Figures 5 and 6 are the signal graphs for those two
single thinking experiments respectively:

Figures 7 and 8 are the two single thinking experiments respectively. We can find that there existed
mode mixing phenomena in the two fist IMFs obtained by EMD. Because of the intermittency signal
mixed in the signal source, after we sifted the original signal, there would be some IMF containing
different event scale components, namely some decomposed IMF maybe contain more than one mode.

The two associated time-frequency-amplitude Hilbert spectra corresponding to the two single thinking
experiments were drawn as Figs 9 and 10 respectively.

Note: Normalized Frequency × sampling frequency = Actual Frequency
The two above graphs were the Hilbert spectra of original EEG signals corresponding to two mental

tasks on channelPz . It could be seen from the graphs that the frequency components of Hilbert spectrum
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Fig. 4. The signal graph after the ideal low-pass.

Fig. 5. The signal graph for the single thinking experiment of
relaxation-meditation.

Fig. 6. The signal graph for the single thinking experiment
of tension-imagination.

are located approximately in the frequency interval of alpha wave when the subject was performing
relaxation-meditation task, and in the frequency interval of beta wave when the subject was performing
tension-imagination task, the frequency components of Hilbert spectrum are located approximately in
the frequency interval of beta wave. So, the experiment found an interesting phenomenon, that was
when the subjects were blindfolded yet with their eyes opened and the conscious activity was relaxation-
meditation state, the alpha wave still existed; but when in tension-imagination state, the alpha wave was
replaced by the beta wave.

Thus, the difference of frequency interval of Hilbert spectra of main components of spontaneous EEG
when the subject was performing different mental tasks could provide the basis of feature extraction
and classification. According to data description, the imagination process could be divided into 10 time
spans, so 10 rectangular windows could be selected within the Hilbert spectrum of EEG signal. In this pa-
per, only one channel of Pz was selected for feature extraction, and so there was only one time-frequency
window in specific location needed to be considered in the ith time quantum. Then the mean AVEi and
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Fig. 7. The first IMF graph corresponding to the single
thinking experiment of relaxation-meditation.

Fig. 8. The first IMF graph corresponding to the single think-
ing experiment of tension-imagination.

Fig. 9. The associated time-frequency-amplitude Hilbert
spectra corresponding to the single thinking experiment of
relaxation-meditation.

Fig. 10. The associated time-frequency-amplitude Hilbert
spectra corresponding to the single thinking experiment of
tension-imagination.

the standard deviation SDi of amplitudes of the time-frequency window in the ith time quantum were
calculated to constitute the feature vector Ti = {AVEi, SDi}, in a similar way, the statistical properties
in other time quanta were calculated to constitute the eigenvector set X = {T1, T2, . . . Ti, . . . T10} in all
time quanta.

Furthermore, according to the Fisher distance criterion, the feature selection was carried on about
X. Then the Fisher index values F (W ) of each component of the eigenvector set X were calculated.
Then based on the principle for selecting the number of the elements of optimal eigenvector, the first ten
elements with larger F (W ) were selected to constitute the 10-dimensional feature vector X∗, after that
X∗ was input to the Fisher linear discriminant analysis classifier, and the correct rates of identifying the
test samples could be calculated.

Thus, the difference of the frequency interval of Hilbert spectra of main components of spontaneous
EEG, when the subject was performing different mental tasks could provide the basis for feature ex-
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Table 1
The classification and recognition results for all of the fifteen subjects

Subject Sex Age Correct Miss Fault Correct rate
1 Male 23 90 5 5 0.9
2 Female 22 85 10 5 0.85
3 Male 25 95 5 – 0.95
4 Male 28 90 – 10 0.9
5 Female 25 90 10 – 0.9
6 Male 27 95 – 5 0.95
7 Male 26 90 5 5 0.9
8 Male 24 85 5 10 0.85
9 Female 26 95 5 – 0.95

10 Male 23 90 10 – 0.9
11 Male 33 85 5 10 0.85
12 Female 28 95 – 5 0.95
13 Male 27 90 10 – 0.9
14 Female 25 90 5 5 0.9
15 Male 30 90 – 10 0.9

traction and classification. Table 1 shows the classification and recognition results for all of the fifteen
subjects participating in 5 sessions of mental tasks.

5. Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, under the circumstances of consciousness of relaxation-meditation or tension-
imagination, the experiment of feature extraction and classification for spontaneous EEG signals col-
lected from each subject’s central parietooccipital region of PZ electrode was carried out. We can obtain
the Hilbert spectra in each time quantum by the EMD and Hilbert transform, then the classifications
for the imaginations of two mental tasks were carried out better, with statistical properties within time-
frequency windows, combined with the Fisher linear discriminant classification approach. Compared
with the method based on wavelet packet decomposition, the advantage is that it does not need to set
the basis function in advance, but it can select it automatically according to the local characteristics of
the signal in the transform process. The shortcomings of that method lie in the fact that there aren’t any
rules of time division and channel combination-selection, and a large number of data analyses and tests
are necessary.

From the upper table for classification and recognition results, it can be calculated out that, the correct
rate of classification average is 90.3%. The calculation was done based on the EEG measures recorded
during two random different mental tasks. In terms of classification results, it could be said that the men-
tal task of relaxation-meditation versus tension-imagination investigated in the present study achieved
much more considerable and positive mean accuracies comparable to the standard task of left versus
right-hand motor imagery [37]. The classification stayed stable across the five sessions. Participants’
evaluation of classification performance and in task evaluation showed that the choice of new types of
mental imagery tasks, compared with the existing available mental strategies, could enhance BCI accep-
tance, user-friendliness and performance. So the mental tasks proposed in this study can be considered
appropriate for BCI control. Based on the Hilbert time-frequency amplitude spectrum combined with
the Fisher distance criterion, the processing, feature extraction and classification of EEG signals were
finished. Compared with the traditional data analysis methods, HHT is totally adaptive. It can handle
nonlinear and non-stationary data, not districted by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. What is more,
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compared with wavelet transform, HHT avoids the trouble of selecting the wavelet basis. Of course, in
all studies we use different mathematical methods for classification [38–40] and the subjects were also
different, so this research work is only a try, as an addition to the existing work.

Though it is known that Beta wave appears mainly in frontal lobe and central region, it has been proved
by our experiment that Beta wave might also appear in central parieto-occipital region. In addition,
an interesting phenomenon has also been affirmed by the experiment, that was when the subject was
blindfolded yet with his or her eyes opened and the conscious activity was in relaxation-meditation
state, the alpha wave still existed; and when in tension-imagination state, the alpha wave was replaced
by the beta wave.
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